TOWARDS  A   SOCIALIST  SOCIETY
association without somebody at its head ? And he would not
have been opposed to handing over the reins of government
to prominent industrialists or other captains of industry.
But if he was no believer in the democratic slogans of liberty
or equality, if he thought the idea of popular sovereignty
devoid of any real meaning,1 it remained that the real happi-
ness of the masses was the only true end of all organization.2
The State must spend whatever is necessary on providing all
valid men with work, on disseminating knowledge among
proletarians, and on securing to these whatever pleasures and
enjoyments are most calculated to develop their mental powers.
He sketches extensive programmes of public works, with the
significant comment that " true economy consists not in
spending little but in spending well."
Can all this be done without upsetting existing theories and
systems of private property? Probably not; as early as 1814
he wrote that " there could be no change in the social order
without a change in property," for it is clear, as he explained
later, that " the law of property depends on the general con-
ception of public utility; as this conception varies, so must
the laws regulating the acquisition and use of wealth at any
given time. There must be a law of property, but its precise
form and scope are bound to vary, and it can be altered
whenever it is thought socially desirable." The boldness of the
statement, as M. Weill remarks, seems worthy of Marx or
Blanc; but, having formulated such a sweeping principle,
Saint-Simon stops short at any specific suggestions of property
reorganization ; he never tells us, for instance, whether the
misuse of property justifies confiscation.
It is in fact a question as to how far it is right to call Saint-
Simon a Socialist, or rather,, we would say that were it not
for his disciples it is a question which it would be difficult to
answer. Can one be a Socialist and be so sceptical of equality,
of freedom, and care apparently so little for the individual, on
1	Its only validity was in opposition to theories of Divine right (Weill,
op. cit., p. 172).
2	" Am&iorer le plus possible le sort de la classe qui n'a point d'autre
moyen d'existence^que le travail de ses bras" (Weill, op. cit.> p. 175).
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